Discrete cortical responses from multi-site supra-choroidal electrical stimulation in the feline retina.
Exploration into electrical stimulation of the retina has thus far focussed primarily upon the development of prostheses targeted at one of two sites of intervention - the epi- and sub-retinal surfaces. These two approaches have sound, logical merit owing to their proximity to retinal neurons and their potential to deliver stimuli via the surviving retinal neural networks respectively. There is increasing evidence, however, that electric field effects, electrode engineering limitations, and electrode-tissue interactions limit the spatial resolution that once was hoped could be elicited from electrical stimulation at epi- and sub-retinal sites. An alternative approach has been proposed that places a stimulating electrode array within the supra-choroidal space - that is, between the sclera and the choroid. Here we investigate whether discrete, cortical activity patterns can be elicited via electrical stimulation of a feline retina using a custom, 14 channel, silicone rubber and Pt electrode array arranged in two hexagons comprising seven electrodes each. Cortical responses from Areas 17/18 were acquired using a silicon-based, multi-channel, penetrating probe developed at IMTEK, University of Freiburg, within the European research project NeuroProbes. Multi-unit spike activity was recorded in synchrony with the presentation of electrical stimuli. Results show that distinct cortical response patterns could be elicited from each hexagon separated by 1.8 mm (center-to-center) with a center-to-center electrode spacing within each hexagon of 0.55 mm. This lends support that higher spatial resolution may also be discerned.